
MAKE NO COMPROMISES........

Our Customers expect results, our dealers expect a company they can count on, and the precious animals we keep 

deserve the best.

Over 21 years of knowledge, science and innovation have lead us to new development and feature sets that can 

change as your systems needs change.

INTRODUCING THE EPITOME OF “CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.”
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WE HAVE THE 
QUESTIONS AND 
THE ANSWERS. 
Aquarium Life Support 

Systems provides systems 

and features that work.  

Instead of copying everyone 

on the market, we teach our 

competition lessons.

Q. Should the refugium /mud 

filter be built into the middle 

of the filter? 

A. No. It takes up too much 

space and takes away from 

the water handling capacity 

of the filter.  In addition, there 

is no way to turn the refugium 

off in order to medicate the 

main tank.  Make it 

independent so you can add 

it to any filter system or build 

it on the end of the filter

Q. Can systems be 

expandable and able to 

change so they can be 

transformed as the system 

needs change?

A. Yes. Filters should be 

expandable and able to be 

built from the ground up so 

system needs and budgets 

can be met.

Q. Can you sell superior 

systems at fair prices to 

quality dealers to insure 

customers get good advice 

and the service they 

deserve?

A. It is the only to way do it 

and with help from Aquarium 

Life Support Systems, we 

insure everyones success.

http://www.Aqualifesupport.com
http://www.Aqualifesupport.com
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AQUALIFE REFUGIUM / MUD FILTER
Added to any filter or sump can help reduce 
phosphate, nitrate and lateral line disease
Models: 
A  15x5x18 1/4     
B 15x10 1/4 x18 
C 10 1/4 x 9 3/4 x18 1/4  
D 23 1/2 x 10 1/4 x 18 1/4

DUAL SOCK WITH CHEMICAL TRAY 
AND BONDED PADDING BESIDE 44V 
MAGNUM
The is the best designed sock filter - water 
is filtered with less expensive padding prior 
to socks. There is ample room for chemical 
media.   The skimmer is constructed of 
opaque material to prevent algae from 
growing in it from the refugium light. The 
44V and all our skimmers are available with 
intake venturi and needle wheel pumps.

ES- SERIES WITH AN ARRAY OF 
OPTIONS
A dual sock filter with padding pre-filter, 
phosphate removal, Chemical reactor, 
Ozone/Oxygen reactor, refugium/ mud filter 
and 44V magnum skimmer will insure you 
have the best of everything.

The ES-Series
Developed around the idea of providing the “best in class” 
refugium, mud filter, berlin system, sock filter and 
everything in between, the ES series allows customers the 
flexibility to design and build a perfect system from the 
ground up. It allowed Aquarium Life Support Systems to 
design each individual component to be the best, the most 
advanced and the highest quality possible.  This prevents 
customers or us from having to cut corners to try and 
“build in” every feature into fixed form.  This always limits 
system choices and sacrifices quality.  Start with the ES 
sump and let your needs determine what you want. The ES 
has a solution for every need and meets all the biological 
and mechanical issues of any reef, fish or combination 
system.  Visit our website and pick a sump, pick a method, 
and add features now or later as needed. 

Pick a Filter or Sump
Choose a Bio tower or Sock filter
Add a Protein Skimmer
Add a Siphon Box
Add a Refugium or Mud filter
Pick a pump
Add the lighting you need for the Tank and or Refugium

ES-Series Sump Models
32 5/8” x 15 1/2” x 14 5/8”
47 5/8” x 15 1/2” x 14 5/8”
60” x 15 1/2” x 14 5/8”

Special Order Options
60” x 15 1/2” x 14 5/8” with custom refugium built in
47 5/8” x 15 1/2” x 14 5/8” with custom refugium built in

ES-SERIES
Carbon Chamber in forward position.
The filter comes standard with a built in spray bar 
reactor that has a mechanical pre-filter and room for 
chemical media (pump is included for reactor).  In 
addition, it has a sponge secondary filter, and a 
removable (reversible) carbon chamber/sponge 
partition.  This unique partition can be reversed for 
sponge use if chemical media is not required.  It can 
also be placed before of after the center sponge wall.
Ample room allows placement of skimmer or multiple 
reactors before or after sponge.  Safety overflows are 
built in along with a unique drain that puts water from a 
skimmer or refugium onto the center sponge preventing 
fine bubble problems in the system.  Sock filters, bio- 
towers, and options available for most models.  Drop 
them in any time
The ultimate sump to build the ultimate system.

ES- Series with dual sock filter and media partition in 
pre sponge position.
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P-1000 WITH 22V SKIMMER AND 
REFUGIUM 
Nitrate and phosphate reduction along with 
quality skimmer will make this system 
perform well for systems with lots of fish.

P-1000 WITH 22V SKIMMER
Best in class performance from one of our 
best sellers.

P-1000 WITH SOCKFILTER OPTION 
Take a best in class and add an additional 
sponge, 22V skimmer, along with sock filter 
instead of bio media and you have a sock 
filter system that is hard to beat for 100 
gallons and below.

ES SERIES SUMP WITH SKIMMER 
Skimmer is in the post sponge position 
draining back on the sponge with the media 
wall in the pre-filter position with a sock 
filter.

ES WITH REACTORS 
Adding two reactors and additional 
sponges in the post sponge area has 
increased the capacity of the unit.

ES SERIES WITH SOCK FILTER
Sock filter and media partition in the pre 
sponge position leaving plenty of room 

EIM SIPHON BOX 
Dual screens and lock bolt for added safety 
along with a trademarked muffler and lid for 
quieter operation make this a great value.
Flow tested  400-525 gph  tested with a 
Mag 7

EIM SIPHON BOX WITH AQUALIFTER 
SELF STARTING FEATURE 
This makes starting the siphon easy and 
prevents bubbles from building up in the 
tube.

ES SERIES WITH SOCK FILTER AND 
SKIMMER
Notice media wall pre sponge position.  The 
spray bar can be seen with drain for 
skimmers or refugiums to drain on sponge.

MORE AQUARIUM LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FILTERS AND OPTIONS

http://www.Aqualifesupport.com
http://www.Aqualifesupport.com

